A new and important model for international health originated in the 1920s as a rural health project in the Macedonian region of Yugoslavia. Thus, the involvement of international organisations in social stability and human security did not follow the Great Depression of the 1930s, as has been argued. In fact, the redefinition of the League of Nations' mandate began with its Health Organisation in the 1920s, growing from local health projects. These initiatives adapted principles of social medicine to address the challenges of constructing egalitarian democratic states in the agrarian peripheries of post-imperial Europe.
Štampar was observing -and judging -a divergence within modern medicine that had occurred in the first part of the twentieth century. In contrast to the United States, influential Eastern European healthcare experts focused on redefining the meaning of, and means for achieving, health within society. In particular, they responded to the specific needs arising from agrarian conditions and national politics in the states established after the First World War. The debates over different approaches to healthcare quickly expanded beyond local considerations. In the two decades that preceded Štampar's visit to the United States a model of healthcare that took into account socio-economic circumstances competed with its US counterpart to establish standards and operational methods for international health programmes. By the time Štampar made his tour in 1938 the rural health programme he had pioneered in Yugoslavia had contributed to making agrarian focused social medicine a significant element in the origin of international development. In the context of this international programme Štampar's colleagues challenged the very idea that modern medicine could succeed without understanding social factors in health and disease.
Štampar's logic, more radical than that of many, suggested that social medicine implied socialised medicine that empowered the people. In the United States, and often in Western Europe, 'public health' referred to sanitation, hygiene and control of infectious disease. For a circle of reformers further east, 'public health' merged with 'social medicine' and meant dispersing health services to each individual within the population. It meant making healthcare a service provided by the state. It also represented an instance of pragmatically utilising social science in a moment of state construction.
3 Andrija Štampar was a young physician of thirty-one when he became the first director of public health in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes in 1919. In this position Štampar pursued nothing less than a universal health service. As he explained when he toured the United States, he trained his staff of public health workers to treat medicine as a field of applied sociology. They would thereby acquire, he believed, an understanding of society that would form the basis for establishing egalitarian access to health services. 4 Health was not only an absence of disease achievable by a uniform method of targeted scientific intervention, as the US system favoured. Rather, health was the thriving of individuals within their specific society. Understood as such, social medicine, Štampar explained, was a new science, akin to sociology and distinct from similar existing branches of medicine. Those existing practices, which failed to fully comprehend social context or that forced artificial control over that context, he identified as social hygiene. 5 The dark history of eugenics has produced a tendency to conflate understandings of social medicine in interwar Europe with eugenics. This leads, for example, to assumptions about the nature of social medicine's concern with the nation. A closer understanding of Štampar's work reveals that social medicine was both a broader field and was engaged with state building in more nuanced ways. The creation of new states in Eastern Europe after the First World War out of the remnants of the Habsburg, Russian and Ottoman empires introduced a moment for envisioning and building state services from the foundation. Under these circumstances reformers like Andrija Štampar took action, anticipating that their ideas of healthcare might assume weight in the political sphere. Public health reformers took the opportunity to extend government responsibility for health services, resulting in greater government involvement in healthcare than existed to the west. 6 On the one hand, this closer involvement was associated with implementing eugenicist theory in the name of state building: moulding and disciplining the biological nation into a physically stronger, and in its more radical version a purer, form. 7 The field of eugenics was part of social medicine and public health during the first half of the twentieth century. Its malignant legacy, however, should not overshadow the entire history of social medicine.
On the other hand, Štampar's programme was one example of a different relationship between health and citizenship. This programme aspired to enact a virtuous circle, health reinforcing democracy, democracy reinforcing health. The methods for achieving these ends were not necessarily flawless. Štampar and colleagues exhibited all the paternalism of experts interested in reshaping society. 8 His concern was with socio-economic development and with the health of the individual as a component of a healthy state -all issues that engaged eugenic thought as well. Nor did Štampar, any more than his colleagues, clearly eschew eugenicist ideas. 9 Nevertheless, his programme cannot be reduced to eugenic practices. The nature of power and politics that emerged in rural Yugoslavia, exemplified by Štampar's programme, was more interesting. His project decentralised ethnic for civic nationhood, assimilation for integration and the population's discipline for transparent governance and the government's responsiveness to its citizens.
The malleability of new states created a setting in which Štampar reimagined the terms of public health, establishing healthcare based on his sociological principles as an active -and even a determining -factor in rural politics. Public health under Štampar would become a means of introducing powers of choice and agency to peasant populations in an emergent agrarian democracy. He acted on the principle that policy and institutions served the people, and that the people had a basic right to access medical services. To achieve this objective he had to address the common challenges of healthcare planning in rural Eastern Europe, where poor roads alone might limit access to equal care and where insurance did not extend to agricultural labour. 10 An integrated approach to healthcare seemed to offer a fundamental step toward socio-economic and political development.
Understanding Štampar's idea of social medicine rooted in rural health illuminates the path by which interwar internationalists became engaged with social issues. The ideas of rural health that emerged in this post-imperial environment entered international consciousness and prompted international cooperation through the League of Nations Health Organisation, which operated under the direction of the Polish physician Ludwik Rajchman (1881 Rajchman ( -1965 . Encouraged by Rajchman, experts came together on an international level to address the vulnerabilities of agrarian society. Historical discussions typically begin by looking at the Great Depression of the 1930s to identify the motivating factor driving international concern in social issues. In the 1930s the Great Depression aggravated an agrarian crisis that threatened global food security. This precarious situation generated interest in an international approach to stabilising and modernising rural economies. 11 However, by the mid 1920s transnational collaboration around rural health had already created an entrance for the international health organisation into these questions. New concern in the 1930s extended their resources and their acknowledged mandate but built on existing methods and projects.
Štampar's social medicine, or medical sociology, focused on the challenges of agrarian society within the newly democratic, modernising state. In the process of building institutions to achieve these objectives his programme confronted the way states thought about citizenship, democracy and modernisation. For Štampar, universalising healthcare was an implicit method and objective of social medicine, and in Eastern Europe the issue inherently started with rural health. Principles of access to services within Yugoslavia could overflow into more general universal principles, thanks to the institutional structure of the rapidly growing League Health Organisation.
The Place of Public Health in a New State Andrija Štampar assumed the position of director of public health in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes in 1919. At the time the health administration and resources available to it were inequitably distributed across the country's disparate regions. The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (hereafter Yugoslavia) was formed in 1918 from at least eight regions, distinct in their cultural, political, legislative and administrative legacies. Štampar was himself a product of these legacies. He was born to Croatian parents in a village governed by the Hungarian half of the Habsburg Empire. He studied medicine in Vienna because Habsburg authorities refused to build a medical school in the Balkans. Instead they brought provincial students to the metropole to make them part of the centralised imperial health administration. 12 Štampar began his career by observing that his training failed to take into account the specific social factors affecting health in the Balkans. 13 In 1919 Štampar joined a government that seemed in certain ways to echo the imperial structure and problems of the recently dissolved state. Opponents of the Yugoslav government accused Serbia of dominating the new country. Officials in Belgrade despaired of extending their governance across the country. The citizenry consisted largely of peasants, many of whom were suspicious of Belgrade. Indeed, some regions were so remote that the distant government hardly seemed likely to play a part in local life. putting this plan into practice proved more difficult, particularly because of the country's regional inequalities. The Ministry of Health had only ten centres of operation in Yugoslavia in 1922, and three of these centres were concentrated in Serbia, leaving other regions without any. 16 The ideal was for each township to have a health officer who would report to one of the centres, but in practice it was not yet possible to provide state sponsored localised care. Each township had to pay for its own health officer if it wanted and could afford one. 17 These health officers performed only basic public hygiene and sanitary inspector services, and they were disinclined to give up private practice for employment in a free state managed health service.
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In 1924 Štampar overhauled the Department of Public Health, taking advantage of disorganisation in the government to secure single-handed authority over his administration. 19 His purpose was to build a health service that would reach every citizen of Yugoslavia. He opened clinics across the country, consciously trying to ensure that all regions benefited. However, lacking the resources to establish a full health service across the country simultaneously, he concentrated the project in the region known as Macedonia. 20 He planned to expand from there, three years later making arrangements to extend the programme into Bosnia. By Štampar's estimate it would take thirty to forty years to build a comprehensive public health service throughout the country. 21 Štampar's method for expanding the programme required gradual growth, depending on village level organisation. He favoured centralised administrative control in the beginning but quickly learned to devolve control and financial responsibility away from Belgrade. 22 Besides avoiding the changeable political currents in the capital, Štampar sought -and himself came to rely increasingly on -the cooperation of the people he wished to reach. Individual and communal agency became the foundation for his work in Macedonia.
Health and Citizenship
Both health concerns and the political situation prompted Štampar's decision to begin in Macedonia. The region remained the most politically unsettled part of Yugoslavia and was further isolated within the new state by poor infrastructure and linguistic differences. 23 The government addressed this situation by perpetuating the system of colonial rule that Serbia had previously implemented and by suppressing the Macedonian nationality. Štampar used his position in the Ministry of Health to establish a new approach. The conventional application of colonial public health in the region would have targeted diseases that made the climate inhospitable for colonial settlers and economic exploitation. 24 Instead, Štampar advised 'thorough study of the peasants, their life, their psychology and their needs'. 25 He shared his government's interest in erasing the significance of national identity but by superseding national with civic identities that empowered the people in their relationship with the government. 16 The region was known for poor health, and especially for malaria. Yugoslavia had one of the highest rates of malaria in Europe and the entire Macedonian region in particular was badly affected. 26 Stabilising the region politically and making it economically viable would require controlling malaria. Health officials at the time, including Štampar, considered even banditry 'a symptom of malaria'. 27 This colourful description referred to the disease's seasonal interference with the cycle of planting and harvest, consequently depressing economic development. 28 Politically, Macedonia was one of the most fraught regions in Europe. The problems of nationality and contested territorial possessions in the south-central Balkans found expression as a 'Macedonia Question' in the nineteenth century. This provocative and potentially unresolvable formulation did not find a solution in the creation of a new Yugoslav state. The Macedonian nationality itself had emerged as an unplanned consequence of competing Greek, Bulgarian and Serbian nationalisation projects in the region during the last third of the nineteenth century. 29 These national contests produced a legacy of violence, including a brutal uprising in 1903 and an active front in the region both during the Balkan Wars and the First World War.
Lack of official recognition further radicalised elements of Macedonian society. Through treaties following the Balkan Wars and the First World War, 50 per cent of the contested region went to Greece, 40 per cent to Yugoslavia and 10 per cent to Bulgaria. 30 Macedonian representatives appealed to the Paris Peace Conference in 1919 first for their own independent state and later for recognition as a minority nationality under the Minority Treaties that the Conference obligated the new states to sign. The Macedonian delegation received no hearing in Paris. 31 Yugoslavia treated the Macedonian question as 'non-existent'. It argued against minority status on the grounds that the Macedonian identity was a Bulgarian construction that Bulgaria would use as a tool against Yugoslavia. Under the League's Minority Treaties minority status was awarded only to groups that were loyal to their governing state. 32 Yugoslavia, denying the existence of a Macedonian nationality, erased the name from the region, calling it South Serbia or the Vardar. The government made a further attempt to dissolve regional identity by dividing and redividing the country in 1922 and 1929 into new counties and provinces that disregarded identities associated with previous borders.
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Despite its unrest the remote region was a microcosm of the multinational, agrarian, postimperial identity that characterised Eastern Europe. Self-identified Macedonians shared the land 26 It was estimated that one million people, or a twelfth of the Yugoslav population, suffered from malaria. Report, 116. 27 Ibid., 10. with Serbs, Bulgarians, Greeks, Turks, Jews, Gypsies and Albanians. 34 'South Serbia', which encompassed both Macedonian and East Montenegrin territories, had a population of roughly 2 million in 1926. 35 At the beginning of the 1920s only four Yugoslav cities had more than 50,000 inhabitants: Belgrade, Zagreb, Ljubljana and Sarajevo. 36 But Skoplje, the capital of the Macedonian region, asserted a new status in the country by joining this group in the middle of the decade, with 60,000 inhabitants in 1926 and 75,000 a decade later. 37 The young Yugoslavia proclaimed federative and democratic principles but essentially maintained the colonial rule Serbia had enacted when it annexed its piece of Macedonia in 1913 at the conclusion of the Balkan Wars. 38 In the early 1920s the Belgrade government responded to tensions by sending colonists and military units with brutal reputations. 39 Some areas, especially along the eastern border with Bulgaria, remained virtual war zones, the population pitched against a colonising government. 40 The ruling government sought to expunge the Macedonian language. One strategy, removing school teachers who did not speak Serbo-Croatian, left 50 per cent of schools in Macedonia without teachers. 41 A Serbian colonial elite slipped into the space the Ottomans had vacated, ensuring that national identity remained associated with class and foreign occupation. Resistance escalated into the early 1920s when the Yugoslav state failed to alter that pattern.
1924 was a pivotal year for Macedonia. In that year the Bulgarian and Yugoslav governments allied in suppressing the militant separatist Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation (IMRO). 42 Also in 1924 the League of Nations declared population transfers between countries interested in the territory to be complete, freeing the Balkan states to pursue nationalisation projects. 43 In response IMRO became more explicitly a terrorist organisation. 44 Yugoslav policy in its southern provinces grew more repressive and militaristic.
Štampar suggested a subtler approach to extending the new state's reach into the region. He argued that Macedonia 'cannot be pacified by arms but that it can be pacified by public education and public health'. 45 He was convinced that public services would in fact go beyond 'pacification' and would contribute to integrating and democratising a Yugoslav state. Štampar called his health programme a tool in 'the political consolidation of Jugoslavia'. 46 He required his staff 'to work for Yugoslavia and not for one of the provinces and to act on democratic principles'. 47 Political, or civil, values could also define nationality. Štampar's state building project deprioritised the elements that defined national identity in the nineteenth century -ethnicity, religion, language and history -in exchange for civic values.
The Macedonian Health Project
In 1924, the year when tensions in Macedonia reached a crisis, Andrija Štampar began his new rural health initiative within the Department of Public Health. 48 In order for social medicine to function, and to build the necessary institutions for a comprehensive health service, Štampar argued that medicine had to undergo 'democratisation' and become 'socialised'. 49 It was in troubled Macedonia that Štampar put his rhetoric into practice.
Health itself is power. Democracy cannot exist without healthy citizens, Štampar believed. In the young Yugoslav state he consciously set about using healthcare to marshal the population toward democracy. 50 In an era when the principles of democracy were bandied about as a solution to social ills, Štampar made a pragmatic commitment to these ideals. By establishing services in response to local requests to the Department of Public Health, his programme made each request into a performative act affirming the relationship between the people and the state, enacting democratic choice and providing tangible benefits in exchange for local contributions.
Public health experts from the West had trouble understanding the justification for losing efficiency in favour of democratic participation. One American visiting Yugoslavia lamented Štampar's convictions, stating that it would be much easier to implement a public health system 'in a colony or a mandate than in a democracy'. 51 However, the benefits of Štampar's model were not limited to an anticipation of future democracy. In the present his approach offered a strategy for implementing reforms in a new state. As health officials learned when they tried to alter legislation both in Yugoslavia and across post-imperial Eastern Europe, the government did not necessarily have the reach to enforce laws. 52 Reform required the cooperation of the people. Štampar asserted he would have accomplished nothing without 'the goodwill of the people. He can only go as far as they will let him.' 53 Concerned with popular interest in the project, Štampar transformed a few villages into models to inspire neighbours with a sense of possible options. Model villages included clean water supplies and removal of stagnant water; public baths; sanitary streets, yards and homes; a sample house suitable to climatic and economic conditions; classes in 'domestic economy' and a village health centre where a nurse would oversee a small hospital, and where a doctor and a veterinarian would visit on a regular basis. 54 Schools and education figured prominently in the programme. The project included teacher training with a public health dimension for young local women who would return to teach in their own districts. 55 When reaching out to new villages, the project began its activity, where possible, by attaching health clinics to schools. 56 Štampar considered the school clinics his most important work, believing that education empowered informed decision making and that children would 'take what they learn into their homes'. 57 Early in his career Štampar wrote: 'the popularisation of medicine is a powerful factor in its action. The spreading of general education should be carried out jointly with the spreading of health education.' 58 After the project established model villages it would expand by responding to requests for facilities and services and would increasingly depend on contributions from local communities. 48 Ibid., 236. 49 Štampar considered requests as the greatest mark of his success. He wrote to Ludwik Rajchman, director of the League of Nations Health Organisation:
We receive nearly daily applications from different districts where the population is asking us to render them our help in erecting public baths, water supply, pumps and sanitary stations. I think that I am not wrong in seeing that those facts are proving the rightness of my principles that the amelioration of Public Health can be attained only through the active and most substantial support of the population. 59 Štampar was likewise pleased by evidence of local readiness to contribute toward projects. As he eased away from centralisation, he placed stronger emphasis on the importance of communities themselves assembling the necessary resources. By 1926 Štampar reported that the Ministry's monetary investment often came to less that the total of local contributions. These local contributions did not necessarily come in the form of money but rather of land on which buildings would stand, of building materials such as stone and cement, of transportation for supplies and of labour. 60 As villagers became familiar with Štampar's programme, they demonstrated themselves willing to travel significant distances to donate labour to projects that would benefit their communities. One of Štampar's examples was the children's 'preventorium' -a hospital that would care for people at risk of tuberculosis -in the Bitolj region of Macedonia. When peasants learned that this service would be available for their children, they 'came a day's journey by foot to work'. The road to the building alone occupied no fewer than two hundred of these voluntary workers. 61 Ultimately, Štampar intended the villages to take over financial aspects of the programme, assuming the expenses of maintenance and the nurse's salary, for example, 'later, when they realise the importance of the centre'. 62 Through these methods Štampar worked toward 'a completely socialised public health service in which everyone gives according to his ability (taxes) and receives according to his needs'. 63 In general, peasants in the Macedonian region resisted being taxed by a distant government in Belgrade that they perceived as foreign, but Štampar hoped they would contribute more readily to services that they requested and from which they benefited directly. 64 He wanted the people to learn that government officials brought more than tax forms. 65 Within a few years the Macedonia project's success was seen in new clinics and ancillary health installations spreading across the region. Štampar's own measures of success, in addition to the requests he received from villagers, were the number of first-time patient visits to clinics and the numbers who participated in inaugural festivities when a new clinic was opened. His records indicated, for example, that an estimated 140,000 people made first visits to a select sampling of the new institutions in Macedonia during their first year of operation. 66 Štampar likewise felt his methods were justified by the 3,000 locals who attended the opening of the 'Home of Public Health' in Peć. 67 He took these numbers to be signs of democracy at work. When he visited the Slovakian provinces of Czechoslovakia to advise on rural health he criticised their lack of democratic engagement. He noted that at a Slovakian clinic's inauguration and on similar occasions he 'saw no peasants coming out of the small houses' and that only the well-to-do attended. 68 Štampar's successes also emerged in details of daily life that escaped the official record. When the novelist Rebecca West toured Macedonia a decade after Štampar's project began she recorded a village's excitement over the arrival of a petty government official: finally, they had someone to whom to appeal their conflict over water rights with a neighbouring village. Notably, access to clean water was one of the fundamental components of Štampar's programme. West learned that the two villages had feuded violently for generations but now they sought government intervention. They assumed the right to submit requests to government officials and expected the government to act fairly in response. West reported that, after applying for mediation, the villagers took the opportunity to express their opinions on the country's political questions to this civil servant from Belgrade. 69 Štampar's project in Macedonia won him the attention and praise of international colleagues. He was most gratified, however, by the support of the people he had wished to help. When political opponents attacked Štampar, he reported to Rajchman with pleasure that Macedonians spoke out in his favour. 70 Rural Health and International Development Štampar's project placed the Macedonian region's agrarian nature at the centre of the health programme. His methods anticipated by several years the emergence of 'peasant studies', a field concerned with both understanding and reforming agrarian society. The new discipline was an effort to address the fragile agrarian economies that threatened global food security during the Great Depression. 71 The field arose in Eastern Europe and Asia, from precisely those locations where the League Health Organisation had promoted rural health projects. It would be the prototype for 'development studies' thirty years later. 72 The term 'international development' is anachronistic when applied to the 1920s and 1930s but explains the particular interest in rural modernisation that the League Health Organisation pursued. Before 'peasant studies' or 'development studies' became familiar terms, rural health projects drove international collaboration between people interested in exploring alternative paths to modernisation. The League of Nations's interest in social stability and resource distribution was not a response to the Great Depression but rather a natural progression from the League Health Organisation's involvement in the post-imperial democratic state building of the 1920s.
Ludwik Rajchman was one of Štampar's interlocutors from the beginning of his project. He put Štampar in conversation with colleagues engaged in similar endeavours, through conferences, commissions and study tours sponsored by the League Health Organisation. 73 In the early 1920s Rajchman established a regional approach to collaboration, even sponsoring a 'Little Health Entente'. 74 The idea mimicked the 'Little Entente' between Czechoslovakia, Romania and Yugoslavia, but with a wider membership -extending even to the First World War's defeated powers.
This network within the League Health Organisation posed a question that had been at the heart of Štampar's project: what would an agrarian version of modernisation look like, as opposed to its industrial and urban counterpart? With this question in mind Štampar's project had been integrating health with contingent concerns, overlaying socio-economic development, agrarian reform and the 'popularisation' of health science. When the Ministry of Agriculture in Yugoslavia failed to cooperate to Štampar's satisfaction, he used his own medical staff to introduce modern farming techniques, such as land management or replacing wooden ploughs with metal implements. 75 He also incorporated a 'Peasant University' into his School of Public Health in Zagreb. The curriculum covered agricultural science, economics and health. 76 Agrarian modernisation under Štampar's direction was another element in his opposition to rising nationalism. The idea of the progressive peasant challenged right-wing portrayals of peasants as the untainted repository of national tradition and identity.
By 1927 Rajchman had begun to consider opportunities for exporting the Eastern European model of rural health and agrarian modernisation. In that year he toured South America, where he concluded 'that the enthusiastic application of American principles to European and South American conditions does require -and sometimes the need is urgent -a definite corrective'. 77 The US system addressed diseases of specific concern rather than the broader socio-economic environment. 78 It also failed to incorporate insurance. 79 Returning from South America Rajchman looked with interest to a conference that Štampar was organising. The occasion would be a cooperative transnational event, with participants visiting both Hungary and Yugoslavia to inaugurate an Institute of Public Health in Budapest and the School of Public Health in Zagreb. 80 Štampar had begun raising funds for this School of Public Health the same year he commenced the Macedonia project. 81 It was here that training in social medicine for young physicians occurred alongside classes for peasants. Rajchman argued that this conference tour would do more than contribute to shaping the agenda for the new institutes. It would systematise Eastern European rural health into an exportable form: 'the conclusions of the Conference will most probably contribute largely towards determining the programmes of the two new schools, whose activities, in their turn, will greatly influence the character of public health services in a larger part of Central, Eastern, and South-Eastern Europe as well as in Latin America'. 82 The League Health Organisation continued to develop its facility for international involvement in rural health. In 1928 the Health Organisation was already considering requests to hold a major conference to address the subject. 83 In 1929 Rajchman proposed hiring Štampar as the to be 'chosen locally'. 93 When there was a conflict between local and state interests, the League officials often ignored the latter and used their organisation to support local efforts. 94 Rajchman and his Yugoslav rural health experts eventually would even break with their official hosts to favour Chinese advocates for agrarian over industrial modernisation. 95 This cooperation was remote from the internationalism planned at the Paris Conference only a decade before Rajchman brought the Health Organisation to China. Collaboration around rural health led to an international organisation willing to intervene in domestic social concerns. In 1931 the Japanese invasion of Chinese Manchuria discredited the League of Nations's security mandate, its ability to preserve peace. Following this failure Rajchman would help to redefine the League by supporting a broader development programme in China. 96 As the 1930s progressed internationalists would begin to believe that social medicine, infrastructure, modern agriculture and investment at the local level might be the answer to the rising tides of nationalism and battling ideologies.
Conclusion
A remote periphery of Yugoslavia was one point of origin for the internationalism of the 1930s. In the immediate future that form of internationalism proved no more capable of defeating threats than the rural health project in Yugoslavia proved capable of erasing nationalism. Later, when the internationalists pulled themselves back together after the Second World War, the legacy of the earlier rural health projects re-emerged. Their focus on local needs and on human wellbeing within social communities contributed to defining a new focus on human security, development and universal rights.
Andrija Štampar was foremost a pragmatist. Faced with the premise that a democratic state should serve its citizens equally, he set about imagining and establishing the institutions that he believed would achieve this objective. But nation states inherently limited equitable distribution of healthcare to their own citizens. And, as Štampar learned from the political culture of Yugoslavia, even relatively sympathetic governments might change direction and citizens might lose rights. So, to achieve his objective, the institutions dedicated to extending access to healthcare needed to exist beyond the state. Internationalism would have to develop the ability to preserve human wellbeing. Fortunately for Štampar he was not the only public health reformer to have this thought. Collectively the reformers within the League Health Organisation tended to conclude that states were the optimal organisational unit for establishing health services but that the state was not ultimately necessary. State builders quickly became internationalists in the late 1920s and 1930s.
Meanwhile, the rising right-wing nationalism that encouraged Štampar and his colleagues to depend increasingly on internationalism also elevated a particular strand of social medicine: eugenics. The horrific extremes that resulted from eugenicist and racist programmes discredited this branch of science, while competing theories of social medicine such as Štampar's were obscured by this dark history.
Social medicine in the interwar years had, however, given rise to alternative landscapes of thought and activity. For Štampar 'social' meant the property of the people as much as it meant an appreciation for socio-economic determinants of health or the importance of understanding the individual's role in the community. While focusing on health, his programme proceeded on the principle that empowering people within a democracy teaches democratic values. Individual health and participatory democracy appeared to be the ultimate virtuous cycle of a strong civil society.
Štampar's concern with establishing the institutions to ensure equal access to healthcare, and thereby to preserve democracy and peace, sheds light on the experiences and aspirations of a generation of public health experts who transformed internationalism through the League Health Organisation. The idea of healthcare as a right was axiomatic to Štampar, since democratic society would crumble without it. Optimistically, he continued his project within the League Health Organisation even as the democratic order decayed. There, he and his colleagues built international institutions to protect the most basic requirements for physical thriving and human wellbeing. 
